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Summary  

 
A Cyber-Physical System (CPS) has a tight integration of computation, networking and physical 

process. It is a heterogeneous system that combines multi-domain consisting of both hardware and 
software systems. Cyber subsystems in the CPS implement the control strategy that affects the physical 
process. Therefore, software systems in the CPS are more complex.  

 
Visualization of a complex system provides a method of understanding complex systems by 

accumulating, grouping, and displaying components of systems in such a manner that they may be 
understood more efficiently just by viewing the model rather than understanding the code. Graphical 
representation of complex systems provides an intuitive and comprehensive way to understand the 
system. 

 
OpenModelica is the open source development environment based on Modelica modeling and 

simulation language that consists of several interconnected subsystems. OMEdit is one of the subsystem 
integrated into OpenModelica. It is a graphical user interface for graphical modeling. It consists of tools 
that allow the user to create their own shapes and icons for the model. 

 
This thesis presents a methodology that provides an easy way of understanding the structure and 

execution of programs written in the imperative language like C through graphical Modelica model. 
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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction 

1.1 Background  

A Cyber-Physical System (CPS) is a system which has tight integration of computation, networking and 
physical processes [1]. The CPS is composed of both hardware and software systems together operating 
at the same time in networks. It actively engages with the real world in the real time and expend the real 
energy. Therefore, CPS is a heterogeneous system that combines physical dynamics, computations and 
communication. In the physical domain, CPS combines multi-domain like mechanical, electrical, 
chemical and many more. In the cyber domain, it combines networking, software component models and 
programming languages. Even within cyber and physical domain of the CPS, it has heterogeneous nature 
making CPS system a very complex system [1].  
 

 
 

Figure 1-1. Example structure of CPS 
 

The figure 1-1 shows the physical plant which is the physical part of the CPS system. The physical plant 
includes mechanical, chemical, biological, etc. which are not realized with computers. The network 
fabric and the platforms together form cyber part of the CPS. There can be one or more platforms, in the 
example figure Platform1 and Platform2 are shown. It consists one or more computers, sensors and 
actuators. The computers communicate with each other with the help of the network fabric. The data 
from the physical plant is measured by the Platform2 using Sensor2. The physical plant is controlled by 
the Platform2 through Actuator1. The Computation2 determines commands to issue to the actuator on 
the basis of the data received from the sensor. The Platform1 sends the additional measurements to the 
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Platform2 through the network fabric. The cyber subsystems implement the control strategies where 
measurements from sensors are processed and then given to the actuators which affect the physical 
process. Adapting to control theory where signaling is through software and networks which do not have 
continuous or periodic behaviour is the important issue in the CPS [1]. 

 

Complex and heterogeneous CPS have interdependent hardware and software components. At the same 
time hardware and software components are qualitatively different [2]. Due to the different nature 
between software and hardware, they are modelled separately, but this can be problematic at the time of 
the integration. The integration of hardware and software can cause failure due to differing and 
incompatible assumptions of software/hardware interactions [3]. To model CPS, modeling language that 
has multi-domain modelling capabilities with strong software component model are used. “Modelica is a 
modern, strongly typed, declarative, equation-based object-oriented language for modeling and 
simulation of complex CPS” [4]. Modelica is a hybrid and mathematical modeling language which is an 
equation-based, object-oriented language with acausal feature. It is known to be suited to model complex 
physical systems in multiple domains [6].  Modelica is sometimes called hardware description language.  

 

“The complexity of software is an essential property, not an accidental one” [8]. The complexity of 
software is derived from four elements. The first element is the flexibility of the problem domain, second 
is the complexity in managing the development process, third is knowing how flexible it is with the 
software and the last element is the difficulty of characterizing the behaviour of the discrete system. [7]. 
Not only in the context of software but also in the overall viewpoint, problem domain in a CPS system is 
significant. Since it is the system with multiple domains, functional and non-functional requirements of 
the systems are complex. Managing the development of huge software systems with larger problem 
domain is difficult. 

 

At the same time software complexities in the CPS increases as it can grow to a very large system. Also, 
software is co-dependent with hardware and modeling software independently without creating the 
actual hardware environment is difficult to test. In case of automotive industry hardware system 
components manufactured by different vendors are used [5]. It increases the complexities to design 
software models to interoperate with hardware components without decreasing the overall functional 
behaviour of the system maintaining the reliability and safety issues. Mapping software and hardware 
components to perform in the real time for the complex systems like CPS is challenging. In a networked 
environment, it becomes impossible to test the software under all possible conditions [2]. 

 

1.2 Research Problem 

CPS are intrinsically concurrent and heterogeneous systems where multi- engineering domain work in 
the real time. The software system is the main root which enables all the other domains in the CPS to 
inter-operate correctly. The physical process and the cyber systems behave and work differently in the 
CPS. This makes software system for the CPS very complex and central part of the CPS to study in 
detail.  

 

The CPS systems are a mixture of hardware and software working together. Hardware systems consist of 
reusable hardware components that are combined. Reusable hardware/software components increase the 
flexibility of hardware/software systems. Complicated systems are developed with reusable hardware 
components. “With software there seems too often to be a need or tendency to develop from scratch 
instead of reusing components”[9]. Not only the need but also developing reusable software component 
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in the CPS system is complex due to the complexity of the CPS system itself which grows with time. 
Software component model has been successful in certain areas, but it is still not as standardized and 
successful as compared to the hardware components [9]. Various control algorithms  and device drivers 
of embedded systems software exist as software components. These software components may contain 
dedicated information for physical processes that cannot be reused based on their functions [10]. 
Therefore, software component has to be designed with such abstractions so that the behaviour 
mechanism are also reusable for every system in which they are used.  

 

A graphical representation of complex software systems provides an intuitive and useful visualization of 
the complex system in an understandable and easier way. Investigating the approaches that enable to 
formalize the visual representation of the software system of the CPS helps to understand the complex 
CPS in a convenient way. A visualization of a complex system provides a method of understanding 
complex systems by accumulating, grouping, and displaying components of systems in such a manner 
that may be understood more efficiently just by viewing the model rather than understanding the code. 

 

1.3 Goal 

The main objective of this thesis is to investigate how to visualize the complex code structure written in the 
imperative language C in a comprehensive way using OpenModelica. The main goal of the thesis is to find a 
solution to the following issues. 
 

• Find an approach for visualizing the imperative code structure using OpenModelica. 
• Develop a methodology for visualizing the control flow of complex code in a graphical way in 

Modelica using OpenModelica. 
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Chapter 2  
 
Extended Background 

2.1 Modeling concept 

A model is the portrayal of the system that can be analyzed in order to find information in order to the 
understand the system.  The problem world in the figure 2-1 means the system that are under study in 
order to solve the problem through experiments. Solving the problem here means not all the complexities 
of the environment but just the perspective of the model that we are trying to represent in order to 
analyze to find the answers. A conceptual world consists of the conceptual framework where conceptual 
model of the system is found. A conceptual model is a part of the modeler that is in his mind which is 
not visible and cannot be shared with others. A representational model is the model formed by the 
modeler depicting the conceptual model which is visible and available to others that are analyzed . A 
modeling process is a process where modeler designs the representational model from the conceptual 
model of a defined system [11]. 
 

 
Figure 2-1. The concept of model 
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A Model Based Development uses the concept of modeling to analyse the model. It makes iterative 
corrections and test the model before the implementation of the system product. It reduces the 
development time and cost of the product eliminating error early in the design. The main advantage of 
model based development is that it is independent of the target language. It means that there is no need 
to depend exclusively on one particular description techniques or underlying concepts. Models 
developed during the process can be translated or implemented into different languages (C, Ada, Java, 
etc.) [22]. The overall system developed using the model based design approach for the CPS system 
consists of software and hardware model as shown in the figure 2-2.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 representation of 
 
 
 
 
 
                consists of                                             consists of 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                          Figure 2-2. Structure of Model based design.  

2.2 Visual Representation 

A visual representation is more effective and appealing to get the viewer’s attention as compared with 
textual representations. “Visual relationships are more easily grasped and remembered” [16]. It portrays 
the comprehensive picture of the complex problems in a visual formalism that are more eye-catching. 
Visualization helps to better comprehend, understand and reengineer the large and complex software 
systems more efficiently and accurately [17].  

 

Software visualizations can help to understand the structure of complex software systems more 
intuitively. Graphical model representation of the software system of the CPS can represent a coherent 
aspect of the source code of the software model such as control flow and functional structure. 

2.3 Modelica 

The design effort of Modelica was initiated in 1996. The Modelica association, a non-profit 
organization, was formed in 2000 that manages Modelica language. Modelica has been used by many 
automotive companies (Audi, BMW, Daimler, Ford, Toyota, VW) to design efficient vehicles, power 
plant providers and many more [18]. 

 

System Model 

Software Model Hardware Model 

System 
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Modelica combines declarative, functional programming with object-oriented programming. “It 
integrates several programming paradigms [19] 

 

• Declarative,  functional programming using equations and functions without side effects. 

• Object-oriented programming. 

• Constraint programming based on equations. 

• Architectural system specification with connectors and components. 

• Concurrency and discrete event programming, based on the synchronous data flow principle. 

• Visual programming based on connecting icons with ports, and hierarchical decomposition.  

 

Modelica is an object-oriented mathematical modeling language. It is the language for modeling 
complex systems like CPS. It has the capability to model multi-domain systems. It is possible to 
combine model components from different domains like electrical, mechanical, thermodynamics and 
many more  into a single model. It also offers a feature like acausal modeling [12]. As mentioned above, 
Modelica integrates visual programming that are based on connecting icons with ports, it is beneficial to 
visualize the complex code. Therefore, Modelica is superior to other modeling and simulating languages.  

 

Modelica is a declarative modeling language. Though it is an object-oriented language, the view of the 
object orientation is different in Modelica as compared to other object-oriented languages. Modelica uses 
structuring concept like hierarchies, inheritance and component-connections. It focuses on declarative 
structure and reuse of mathematical models. It does not give the algorithmic details to achieve the 
desired goal which happen when using procedural languages. It expresses the dynamic model properties 
through equation in a declarative way. Modelica classes contain behaviour of system not as functions or 
method but as equations. Modelica functions are mathematical functions that do not have any side 
effects. It does not perform operations on objects. At function call, results and local variables in the 
functions have default initial value as undefined [9]. 

 

Software component model of Modelica is very powerful that consist of components, connectors that 
connect the components showing the connections between the components. Components are classes that 
have defined interfaces (ports) called connectors for communication between connected components and 
outer environment. A Component can contain other connected components Classes in Modelica have 
equations that increase the flexibility of the software components for its reuse while modelling cyber-
physical systems. [9]. 
 

2.3.1 OpenModelica 

OpenModelica is the open source development environment that is based on Modelica modeling and 
simulation language. The main objective of OpenModelica is to develop an efficient interactive open 
source environment based on Modelica for modeling, compilation and simulation [20]. There are several 
interconnected subsystems that are integrated into the OpenModelica environment. OMEdit is one of the 
subsystem integrated into OpenModelica. OMEdit, OpenModelica Connection Editor, is the Graphical 
User Interface for graphical model editing in OpenModelica. “It is the graphical connection editor for 
component based model design by connecting instances of Modelica classes and browsing Modelica 
model libraries for reading and picking component models” [21].  OMEdit creates textual or graphical 
model, simulate the model and plot the results. 
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Features of OMEdit 

• Easy Modelica model creation 

• Browsing pre-defined models from the Modelica Standard library. 

• Creating and re-using the used defined models. 

• Smart connections between the model interfaces. 

• Simulation 

• Interface for plotting variables from simulated models. 

 

OMEdit perspectives 

• Welcome Perspective shows the list of recent files and news from www.openmodelica.org  

• Modeling Perspective provides interface for creating and designing the models. 

• Plotting Perspective shows the simulations results of the models 

 

OMEdit shape tools 

• Line tool  

• Polygon tool 

• Rectangle tool 

• Ellipse tool 

• Text tool 

• Bitmap tool 

 

  OMEdit consists of shape tools in the toolbar that enables to create the user defines shapes while 
modeling. 
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Chapter 3  
 
Case Study 

3.1 Scania 

Scania is a global company founded in 1891 that operates in about 100 countries around the world. It is 
one of the world’s leading company for manufacturing heavy vehicles like trucks and buses, industrial 
and marine engines. Production units of Scania are located in Europe and Latin America. The research 
and development center is located in the head office in Södertälje, Sweden [24]. In 1930s modular 
concept  in the products was initiated in Scania. Modularization mean that every customer is provided 
with customized vehicle configurations. Unique modular product range is one of the most important 
success factors of Scania [25].  

3.2 Scania embedded software architecture 

3.2.1   GASA Structure 

GASA (General application software architecture) is the general structure for the software in embedded 
systems at Scania. The main idea behind GASA is to separate the code that is common in all systems and 
systems specific code, which increases the reusability of the common code of the system. 

 
pkg Architecture

COMP

RTEG

APPL

COMS_H XPIN_H

RTEG_CAL

UTIL_HRTEG_PLST

MIDD

AUXC_H

 
Figure 3-1. GASA Layer model 
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The layer model of GASA describes how software is divided by function area, the level of abstraction 
and the extent to which software is general for all systems or software is specific to a particular system. 
The above figure 3-1 shows that the layer model consists of four main parts COMP, RTEG, 
MIDD(Middleware Layer) and APPL(Application Layer). 

 

 

Figure 3-2.   Basic structure of program 
 

System functions cover many levels of the layer model and their code can be divided into various 
software modules that belong to different levels [14]. The software modules are a larger functional unit 
of code that consists of several function codes. The function code solves defined task within the system 
[13]. 

 

The basic structure of the program is shown in the figure 3-2 where programs are divided into several 
modules that have local variables and functions. Constants and inline functions are defined as macros 
that are called by the functions in modules.  

 

The MIDD layer is a mediator to provide software signals to the application layer from sensor. This 
layer knows about the external controller and has knowledge about the external environment e.g., 
external communication protocol. Therefore, software component named AINA from the MIDD layer 
was chosen for modeling. AINA is responsible for converting an analog voltage value to the analog 
physical signal [15].  
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Figure 3-3. Activity diagram of Aina 
 

The details of how AINA works are not described in this thesis. Only code functions and structures 
which comprise the software components are discussed.  

 

Software Component AINA consists of one C file and two header files. The internal header file consists 
of function definitions and types which are used only by AINA. The external header file is the external 
interface to the software component that consists of definitions of functions and types which are system 
independent and accessed by other software modules. 
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Chapter 4  
 
Solution Design 

4.1 Model Evolution 

Graphical representation of the C code function using OpenModelica was the iterative process. The first 
version shows the basic representation of the C function “Aina_init." This version shows how global 
values and void functions are handled and explains reason for not mapping them to Modelica functions. 
The second version improves the first version and shows the fixed causality where global variables  are 
input and output of the Modelica block class. The third version shows the data flow in the model 
designed i.e. how the variables are changed while visualizing the imperative code using  OpenModelica. 
For every assignment, the need to define new variables is explained. It explains the reason for the 
assumption of new block classes for flow controls like branching and looping. The third version also 
shows the assumptions of use of the environment list that is the name-value pair of all the variables used 
in the C functions. The final versions show the algorithm formulated for visualizing C code function into 
a graphical model. 

4.1.1 First Version  

In order to deal with the complex code structure written in the imperative language C, the first approach 
chosen to visualize the code was to draw the flow of the functions. The Aina Module consists of several 
functions, the first function “Aina_init” of the Aina Module was considered. The function “Aina_init” 
calls callee function that calls the chains of other nested functions.  To visualize the function 
“Aina_init”, the function flow was drawn. The figure 4-1 below shows that there exist two functions and 
AINA_INIT calls the SYS function. AINA_INIT is the void function without any return type and SYS is 
the function that takes input from the AINA_INIT and without any return type. 
 
 
 
              NONE        NONE  
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4-1. Flow of functions  
 

 

The figure 4-2, shows all the internal functions of SYS and the chain of function calls of figure 4-1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AINA_INIT SYS 
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Figure 4-2. Function flow with all internal functions 

 
 

Modelica is an object-oriented modeling language which is primarily based on equations instead of 
assignment statements [9]. While visualizing the imperative code in C in terms of Modelica, the order of 
assignments play a significant role. Modelica is equation based modeling language that means it consists 
of classes that contain equations. Equations do not describe the assignment but equality. Modelica model 
follows single assignment principle that states that the total number of equations and unknowns are equal 
which means that a variable can be assigned at most once [9]. Modelica classes can include algorithmic 
code in algorithm sections where ordered assignment statements are present. In algorithm section, it is 
possible to assign multiple values to the same variable. Therefore, the first alternative chosen to deal 
with algorithmic code and assignments was to model C function as functions in Modelica where 
equations are not present only the algorithmic code.  

 

Modelica is a declarative language which contains equations it is referentially transparent (exceptions 
are there in case of external function calls) [9]. It does not allow the global values to be changed, but it 
allows to access the global values which do not change. At the same time, a function calls in Modelica 
are referentially transparent which means it always returns the same result when same input arguments 
are given to it. Also, no matter where they are called from they retain the same semantics. Functions do 
not have side effects that means they do not change the values of the global variables. They have no 
memory that means that values are not retained in the subsequent function calls as they do not store the 
values in the memory. Functions in Modelica can output multiple variables. In order to deal with the 
global variables and its side effects in C code, the global variables that are used can be given as input to 
the function and the values updated can be taken as the output from the function. By giving the variables 
that are changed as input and getting the updated values as output fulfils the issue of mapping void 
functions with side effects. 

 

But the main difficulty while mapping C functions to Modelica functions was that functions cannot be 
visualized in Diagram layer in OpenModelica. From above, it is clear that in order to deal with side 
effects and global variables, we need to input and output the values that changes. It shows the fixed 

SYS 

 
AinaInit 

 
SystCaller 

 
Syst 

 
InteCaller 

 
Inte 

SysEnter SysExit 
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causality, therefore, Modelica class called block can be used as it is a class with fixed causality. 
Variables are declared with input and output. 

 
 

4.1.2 Second Version 

In this version of the model, Modelica class “block” are used to visualize the C code structure.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4-3. Modelica Visual representation of function 
 

 

The main difficulty with the above model in the figure 4-3 was the clarity of the control flow of the 
block in the diagram. Block SYS is called from AINA_INIT, but it was not clear if the block was called 
from within FOR LOOP, outside the LOOP or from IF-ELSE.  

The Diagram view of the “AinaInit” was modified that are shown below in the figure 4-4. 
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 Figure 4-4. Detail diagram of AinaInit block 
 
 

4.1.3 Third Version 

The focus until now was to visualize the imperative code without considering the data flow of the 
functions. Now, the focus is made to see how the variables are changed while visualizing the code in 
Modelica using OpenModelica. In order to show the scenarios, simple examples were taken. 
 

 
 

Figure 4-5. Representation of assignment 
 

The above example in the figure 4-5 shows that function A uses global variable and it also updates the 
value of the global variable. Therefore, the block takes global as input and outputs the value of the global 
variable as global1. The C function was mapped to Block class in Modelica.  
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Figure 4-6. Representation of function call  

 

The above example in the figure 4-6 shows that global variable is updated by function A and function B 
uses the global variable which are again updated by function B. Since function A uses the global 
variable, it is input to the block A as g. Block A outputs g1 and gives to block B even though function B 
does not have input and outputs g2. C functions contain control flow statements and loops. Firstly, if-
else statements were considered, below it shows the pseudo-code with if-else statements. 
 

 
 

Figure 4-7. Representation of function call with if-else statement 
 

From the above example in the figure 4-7, it can be seen that block A uses the global variable, therefore, 
block A gets global as input and the value returned from the block B are given to block C from block B 
instead of returning it to the block A. Block c gets the input a from block A and c from block B. 

 

From the above visual representation of the function, the control flow is not clear.  Three blocks B, C 
and D are called from block A but it cannot be differentiated when block B, block C and block D are 
called from block A. Therefore, new IF-ELSE block is assumed which has input, output for IF and 
output for ELSE. With the new IF-ELSE block we can clearly see when block B, C and D are called 
from block A. 
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Figure 4-8. Representation of if-else with new block 

 
 
 
 
Secondly, FOR loop was considered, below it shows the pseudo-code with if-else statements. 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4-9. Representation of function with loop 
 
 

The above example in the figure 4-9 shows that function B is called within the loop and function B can 
also call other functions. In that scenario it is difficult to visualize the functions. At the same time, the 
number of iteration count for the loop is not always known beforehand. The iteration count “a” is 
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calculated in the function A instead of being a parameter or constants. Therefore, we assume a FOR 
block that has input, output and number of iteration counts and gives the required output for the given 
input after the given number of iterations. In the case when iteration count are not known and are 
calculated in block A, it outputs the count to the FOR block. 

 

There were two approaches while modeling, the first option was that the result of the callee block not 
returning to the caller block. If the result are used by other blocks then the result would be given directly 
to the block rather than returning to the caller block. 

 

OPTION 1: Not returning the result of callee block to the caller block. 
 

 
 

Figure 4-10. Representation of loop with new block and without returning the result to callee block 
 
 

No feedback issues. The result did not had to be returned to the callee block which again outputs to other 
blocks that requires the result but to input it directly to the blocks that needs it. In the case when block A 
outputs the result from block FOR to other blocks, visually with this approach it seemed that block is 
being called from FOR block instead of block A. 

 

OPTION 2: Returning the result of callee block to its caller block. 
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Figure 4-11. Representation of loop with new block and returning the result to callee block 

 

With this approach the visual representation seemed clearer as compared to the option1. The visual 
representation above in the figure 4-11 shows block A outputting “a” to FOR block, FOR block calls 
block B “a” number of times and outputs “sum” to FOR block. 

 

If there are many variables as input and output then the visual representation becomes complex. The 
mechanism to group the input and output variables are required without hampering the order of 
assignments to variables. Therefore, in order to carefully consider the order of the assignments to make 
sure that each instruction uses the correct version of the variables that have been changed, the notion of 
the environment evaluation model was tried to be implemented. An environment is the set of key-value 
pair, where value can be again a key-value pair. The variables are considered the key which are bound to 
a value. The environment remembers the associations of values to the variables and retrieves those 
associations of values to the variables. 

 

“Environment is a sequence of frames. Each frame is a table of bindings that associates variable names 
with their corresponding values” [23]. 

 

Example of environment 

Environment name [<primary-key, key, value>] is equivalent to  

Environment name [<C variable name, <current Modelica variable name, current value>>] 

 

E [<a, <a12, 35>>] 

Here, <a> is the primary key which is a C variable name and <a12> is the key which is a Modelica 
variable name that has a value 35. The name of the primary key and key are same but the key has 
number suffix. 
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Definitions vs. Assignments 

A value can be given to a variable in two ways, it can be defined or assigned. Definition is the act of 
binding a name to a value in an environment. It means that it specifies an initial value to the variable. 
Assignment is the act of rebinding a name to a value in an environment. It is assigned means that the 
value is changed or updated. The difference between these two is that define allocates storage for a 
variable in the environment and gives that storage a name whereas update does not. The variable is 
always defined before a value is set to it.  

For more clarity, both the operations were assumed to be performed by assign operation. When the 
variable has ND then the value is defined else value is assigned. 

Operations on environment: Initialize, Assign, Get and Empty 

Initialize 

Initialize environment_name (C variable names) � Environment_name [<C variable name, <current 
Modelica variable name, current value>>] 

Initialize E (int a, int b, int c) �E [<a, <a, ND>>; <b, <b, ND>>; <c, <c, ND>>]  

E is the environment which is initialized with 3 variables a, b, c but values have not been defined yet 
(ND- not defined) which means that the frame of that environment is not used yet. 

 

Get 

Get environment_name ($ <C variable names>) � value of the environment of the C name 

E [<a, <a, 1>>; < b, < b, 2>>; <c, <c, 3>>]  

The value in the environment can be accessed by the primary key name which is the C variable name. 
E.g. 

Get E $a �1  

Get E $b �2  
 

Assign 

Assign environment_name (C variable name, value)� Environment_name [<C variable name, <current 
Modelica variable name, current value>>] 

Example 

E [<a, <a, ND>>; < b, < b, 2>>; <c, <c, 3>>]  

assign E (a, 1) � E [<a, <a, 1>>; < b, < b, 2>>; <c, <c, 3>>]  

The value 1 is defined in primary key “a” with current Modelica variable name “a” as there is no value 
(ND) defined before.  

assign E (b, 5) � E [<a, <a, 1>>; < b, < b1, 5>>; <c, <c, 3>>] 

The value 5 is assigned to primary key “b” with Modelica variable name b1 as there was value already 
assigned in C variable name “b” and it is updated. 

assign E (b, 8) � E [<a, <a, 1>>; < b, < b2, 8>>; <c, <c, 3>>] 

With every change in the value of the variable, number adds on in the name of the Modelica variable.  

assign E (b, 5) changes the current Modelica variable name from “b” to “b1” and assigns the value and  
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assign E (b, 8) changed the current Modelica variable name from “b1” to “b2”.  But the primary key (C 
variable name) name remains the same which helps to know the name of the variable before any 
assignments.  

 

Empty 

Empty environment_name () � Environment_name [] 

All the key-value pairs are emptied which results in empty environment, E []. 
 

Assumptions 

Environment is assumed to be the port that connects two or more block components. 

Global environment - It is the key-value pair of the global variables. The values of the variables in the 
global environment are retained throughout the applications. 

Local environment - It is the key-value pairs of local variables that are parameters to the callee functions. 
The environment is emptied as soon as the code section ends in a block. If the variables in the local 
environment are used as parameter in the function call then, local environment are emptied after passing 
the values to the function call. 

Connection of environments 

Same size and type of the environments can be connected with each other. E.g. 

E1 [<a, <a1, 4>>; < b, < b, 2>>; <c, <c, 3>>]   

E2 [<a, <a25, 8>>; < b, < b1, 21>>; <c, <c12, 13>>]  

E3 [<a, <a2, 5>>; < b, < b2, 212>>]  

 

E1 and E2 can be connected as they have the same size and have same type of variables but E1 and E3 
cannot be connected. 

Mapper for environments 

When E1 and E2 are connected, the values of the environments are mapped with the respective key. For 
example,  
 

 
Figure 4-12. Connection of two block using connectors 

 

The above diagram in the figure 4-12 shows that block A and block B are connected through E1 and E2. 
The dataflow direction is from block A to B. The mapper below shows how the primary keys of E1 and 
E2 are mapped. After mapping the respective primary key, the values of E1 is synced in E2. 
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Figure 4-13. Mapper for environment list with same primary key. 

 

In case of connecting environments with same type and number of variables but different primary key (C 
variable name) then the values are mapped according to the order of the variables.  
 

 
 

Figure 4-13. Mapper for environment list with different primary key. 
 

Above it can be seen that values of the variables a, b, c of E1 is mapped in applicative order from 
leftmost to right to d, e, f of E2 respectively. The Modelica variable name also changes. 

Records of constants 

All the constants which remain same throughout the applications are grouped as records.  

 

Block (input port, output port) 

It consists of records with constants and environments with variables as input and output. 

 

If block (input port, if-output port, else output port) 

It is the block that consists of environments and records as input. It has two outputs if output and else 
output. 

 

For block (input port, output port, iteration count) 

It is the block that consists of environments and records as input and output. The main difference 
between for and other block is that it iterates through the number of count. 
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ALGORITHM 

Input: C-code function 

Output: Modelica model. 
  

1. Scan the C- function to find out the use of global variables, constants and parameters to the 
callee blocks. 

Initialization: 
Initialize the counters to default value which is empty. 
root block = empty; 
temp root block = empty; 
current block = empty; 
tracking block = empty; 

 
Initialize the environments 
Environment, EG for global variables. 
Environment, EL for local variables. 
 
Create record, R with all the constants used in the C- function. 
 

2. Begin (start of C-function) 
Create new block, set root block = new block, add EG, R to the input connectors respectively. 

I. If (local variable l) exist then initialize EL(l). 
If (value v is defined to g) then  
     If (g) ∈ EG then define EG (g, v) else define EL (g, v)  
Else if (value v is assigned to g) then  
     If (g) ∈ EG then assign EG (g, v) else assign EL (g, v)  
Else continue. 

3. For each entry3 
tracking block = current block3*   
If (function call) then  

                                   Add parameters to output connector 
         Assign value to the parameters 
         Transform Function call 
Else  

                                    Add variables to the output connector 
                                    Assign value to the variables 
                                    Transform Instruction 
               If (entry returns value) then Add variable to the return connector 

4. Output required variables 
5. Clear local environment, EL 

 
Transform Function call (current block, temp root block, parameters) 

Create new block with input connector with parameters2, 2*, 2**  
If (current block! = empty) then 
 
       Set temp root block = current block, current block = new block 

Connect output port of temp root block to input port of the current block. 
              Else 
                     Set current block = new block 

Connect output port of root block to input port of the current block.        
              Repeat 2I and 3.                       
              If (return port exist in temp root block/root block) then 

          Connect output port of current block to return port of temp root block/root block 3**  
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           If exist EL Clear EL 4 
             
Transform Instruction (current block, temp root block, variables) 

If (IF-ELSE statement) then create new If block with input connector with variables 
If (current block! = empty) then 

Set temp root block = current block, current block = if block  
                      Else 

Set current block = if block 
  If (temp root block= empty) then  

Connect output port of root block to input port of the current block. 
                      Else 

Connect output port of temp root block to input port of the current block. 
Repeat 2I5 and 3. 

                     If (return port exist in temp root block/root block) then 
             Connect output port of current block to return port of temp root block/root block 
Else If (FOR, WHILE loop) then create new FOR/WHILE block with input connector with 
variables 

                      If (current block! = empty) then 
Set temp root block = current block, current block = FOR/WHILE block 

                     Else 
Set current block = FOR/WHILE block 

                     If (temp root block = empty) then 
Connect output port of root block to input port of the current block. 

                     Else 
Connect output port of temp root block to input port of the current block. 

                     Repeat 2I and 3. 

                     If (return port exist in temp root block/root block) then 
             Connect output port of current block to return port of temp root block/root block. 

           Else Repeat 2I. 
           If exist EL Clear EL. 

 
 
1* The functions which are called from within a function is the nested function. e.g. 
Function 1() 
{ 
      Function 2 (); 
     Function 3 (); 
     Function 4 (); 
} 
In the above example, functions 2, 3, 4 are nested functions of function 1. 
 
2 The case when nested function 1* that has return type and does not require any input then, callee block 
and caller block are connected without ports as there will be no value passing between them. The output 
of the callee block cab be either input to the block that requires the returned value or just output to the 
caller block. E.g. 
Function 1() 
{ 
      Var a = function 2 (); 
} 
Int function 2() 
{ 
        Return 5; 
} 
Another case can be that the nested function that does not output which means the callee function does 
no operation. E.g. 
Function 1() 
{ 
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      Var a = function 2 (c); 
} 
Function 2(c) 
{ 
        If(c) 
         { 
              ;    // NOP 
          }  
} 
 
2* The updated variables of environment from the nested blocks are returned to the main caller block. 
e.g. 
Function a () 
{ 
   Function b (); 
} 
Function b () 
{ 
     Function b1; 
     Function b2; 
     Function b3; 
} 
All the updated environments from block for function b1, b2, and b3 are returned to the block b and 
from block b they are returned back to the root block a. 
 
2**  If each nested functions has inner nested function calls then the same process continues for the inner 
nested function calls first and then continues with the outer function calls.  
 
3 If there exist more instructions, IF-ELSE, loops and function call in the current function then recent 
values in a variable are given to the other block that requires the current values if there exist or given to 
the parent block E.g.  
Function 1()  
{ 
      Local a = function 2 (); � instruction 1 
      For (int i = 0; i < a; i++) � instruction 2 
      { 
            If (condition) {} // 1 
           Else  
              { 
                   If (condition) {}// 2 
               } 
      } 
      If (condition) // 3 � instruction 3 
     { 
           If (condition) // 4 {} 
     } 
} 
In the above example, function 1 (block = 1) has 3 instructions. Instruction 2 has inner instructions. If 
variables are updated in if block marked with 2 then it is returned to the “if block” marked with 1 and if 
block 1 returns the updated value to the “for block”.  Similarly, in case of instruction 3, “if block” 
marked with 4 returns the updated value to the “if block 3”. Now at the end, the recent values of the 
variables are returned to the main block 1. 
 
3* If there exist many instructions as shown in example in 3 then, tracking block would store the current 
block of caller block. For e.g. in above example of 3, when handling instruction 2, tracking block would 
be “for block” as instruction 2 contains another if condition marked with 2 in else part of if condition 
marked with 1. Tracking block are used to track the first caller (main caller) in the nested caller blocks. 
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3** When environments are connected to the root, current block is set as empty. 
 
4 Local environment is emptied at the end of the block. If the values are passed to other callee block then 
after passing the value to the other block the local environment is emptied. 
 
5 If the same variables are changed in if and else part, then the variable name would have different 
number. The numbering depends upon how many times the same variable has been updated with 
different values. While considering the same variable name between if and else, number is increased by 
one to the highest number. E.g. 
EG [<a, <a, ND>>; <b, <b, 1>>] 
If (condition) 
  a = 1;          // EG [<a, <a, 1>>; <b, <b, 1>>] 
  a1= b + 1;     // EG [<a, <a1, 2>>; <b, <b, 1>>] 
Else 
  a2= b + 2;  // EG [<a, <a2, 3>>; <b, <b, 1>>] 
…….. 
…… 
Output of IF block would be, EG [<a, <a3, 3>>; <b, <b, 1>>] 
 
6 While handling the IF-ELSE conditions, IF part is handled first before ELSE. E.g. 
Function 1() 
{ 
     If (condition) // 1 
     { 
          If (condition) // 2 
          { 
                  If (condition) // 3 
                   { 
                             // operation 
                    } 
          } 
           Else 
           {Do something} 
     } 
     Else 
      {Do something} 
}  
 
In the above example if condition marked with 1 has other inner if conditions 2, 3 therefore inner 
conditions are handled before coming to the else of if condition 1. At the time of handling if condition 
marked 3, we will have the following  
Root block= IF block marked with 1 
Temp root = IF block marked with 2 
Current block = IF block marked with 3  
As we can see, the current block does not have else part, now it moves to the temp root block which is IF 
block marked with 2 which has else part. After completing the else part, it moves to the root block. 
 
The following pseudo code of C shown in the figure 4-14 was visualized in Modelica with the above 
assumptions. Instead of the assumed environment list “array” was used. 
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Figure 4-14. Pseudo code for C function with nested function calls. 
 
 

 
For the simplicity  FOR block was iterated once. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4-15. Modelica components for C code in figure 4-14. 
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Figure 4-16. Model with all the blocks connected. 

 

The above model in the figure 4-16 could be generated when “array” was used instead of the 
environment list. The model were simulated successfully for one iteration of the FOR LOOP but for 
more than one iteration count, the system could not be balanced as the number of equations and 
unknown were not equal. Therefore, it was assumed that FOR block balances all the equations when it is 
connected with other blocks. It was not possible to translate the assumption of the environment list with 
the key value pair into Modelica code.  Therefore, the environment list with name-value pair assumption 
was discarded. 

4.1.4 Fourth Version 

In this version, all the other assumptions were followed besides the grouping of the variables as name-
value pair in the environment list. For every new assignments new variables were created. The new 
variable name consist of incremental number as the suffix. 

 
 

 C Modelica 
Variable Initialization Int a Integer a 
Assignments a = a+1 

a++ 
a23 = a+1 
a24 = a23 + 1 

 
Table 4. Initialization and assignment in C and Modelica. 

 

Besides, the assumptions made to add separate Modelica block classes for the clarity on the flow control 
in visual model, there are many criteria which are not handled while modeling, for example pass by 
reference or pointers, recursive functions and “goto” statements in C.  

This version pursues a component-based approach where each block components exclusively 
communicate with other blocks through defined interface called connectors.  
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ALGORITHM 
Input: C-code function 
Output: Modelica model. 
  

1. Scan the C- function to find out the use of global variables, constants and parameters to the 
callee blocks. 
Initialization: 

Initialize the counters to default value which is empty. 
root block = empty; 
temp root block = empty; 
current block = empty; 
tracking block = empty; 
 
Create record, R with all the constants used in the C- function. 
 

2. Begin (start of C-function) 
Create new block, set root block = new block, add global variables, parameters to the input 
connectors respectively. 

I. If (constants required) then instantiate record R. 
If (local variable l) exist then initialize l. 
If (value v is defined to V) then V = v; 
Else if (value v is assigned to V) then V(incremental number) = v; 
Else continue. 

3. For each entry3 
tracking block = current block3*   
If (function call) then  

                                   Add parameters to output connector 
         Assign value to the parameters 
         Transform Function call 
Else  

                                    Add variables to the output connector 
                                    Assign value to the variables 
                                    Transform Instruction 
               If (entry returns value) then Add variable to the return connector 

4. Output required variables. 
 
Transform Function call (current block, temp root block, parameters) 

Create new block with input connector with parameters2, 2*, 2**  
If (current block! = empty) then 
       Set temp root block = current block, current block = new block 

Connect output port of temp root block to input port of the current block. 
              Else 
                     Set current block = new block 

Connect output port of root block to input port of the current block.        
              Repeat 2I and 3.                       
              If (return port exist in temp root block/root block) then 

          Connect output port of current block to return port of temp root block/root block 3**  
             
Transform Instruction (current block, temp root block, variables) 

If (IF-ELSE statement) then create new If block with input connector with variables 
If (current block! = empty) then 

Set temp root block = current block, current block = if block  
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                      Else 
Set current block = if block 

  If (temp root block= empty) then  
Connect output port of root block to input port of the current block. 

                      Else 
Connect output port of temp root block to input port of the current block. 

Repeat 2I5 and 3. 
                     If (return port exist in temp root block/root block) then 

             Connect output port of current block to return port of temp root block/root block 
Else If (FOR, WHILE loop) then create new FOR/WHILE block with input connector with 
variables 

                      If (current block! = empty) then 
Set temp root block = current block, current block = FOR/WHILE block 

                     Else 
Set current block = FOR/WHILE block 

                     If (temp root block = empty) then 
Connect output port of root block to input port of the current block. 

                     Else 
Connect output port of temp root block to input port of the current block. 

                     Repeat 2I and 3. 

                     If (return port exist in temp root block/root block) then 
             Connect output port of current block to return port of temp root block/root block. 

           Else Repeat 2I. 
            
 

4.2 Implementation 

This section shows the step-wise implementation of  the algorithm formulated in the fourth version in the 
section 4.1 for  the function “Aina_init”. 

 
 
1. root block = empty; 

temp root block = empty; 
current block = empty; 
tracking block = empty; 
 

              Create Record R with constants. 
2.     

 
Figure 4-17. Aina block. 

 
        

Root block = Aina 
Local variables exist � initialize local variables, l  

3. Transform Instruction � FOR LOOP 
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Figure 4-18. FOR block. 
 

Current block = empty � Current block = FOR 
Temp root block = empty � Connect (outFOR, inn) 

 

Figure 4-19. Aina and FOR blocks connection. 
 

Transform Instruction � IF-ELSE statement 

 

Figure 4-20. IF block. 
 

Current block! = empty � Temp root block = FOR, Current block = IF 
Temp root block! = empty � Connect (outIF, inn) 

 

Figure 4-21. Connection of Aina, FOR and IF blocks. 
 

Connect (out, retIF) 
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              Figure 4-22. Connection of output of IF block to FOR block. 
 
              Transform Function Call 

 
Figure 4-23. SystCaller block. 

 
               Current block! = empty � Temp root block = IF, Current block = SystCaller 
               Connect (outSysCaller, inn) 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4-24. Connection of IF and SystCaller blocks. 

 
           
            Transform Function Call 

 
Figure 4-25. Syst block. 

 
             Current block! = empty � Temp root block = SystCaller, Current block = Syst 
             Connect (outSys, inn) 
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Figure 4-26. Connection of SystCaller and Syst blocks. 

 
              
             Transform Function Call 

 
Figure 4-27. InteCaller block. 

 
              
              
             Current block! = empty � Temp root block = Syst, Current block = InteCaller 
             Connect (outInteCaller, inn) 
 

 
Figure 4-28. Connection of Sys and InteCaller. 

 
               Local variable exist � initialize local variables, assign values 
               Transform Function Call 
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Figure 4-29. Inte block. 

 
               Current block! = empty � Temp root block = InteCaller, Current block = Inte 
               Connect (outInte, inn) 

 
Figure 4-30. Connection of InteCaller and Inte. 

 
               Local variable exist � initialize local variables, assign values 
               First Entry 
               Tracking block = Inte 
               Transform Function Call 

 
Figure 4-31. SystEnter block. 

 
               Current block! = empty � Temp root block = Inte, Current block = SysEnter 
               Connect (outSysEnter, inn) 
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Figure 4-32. Connection of Inte and SysEnter. 

 
                  Connect (out, retSysEnter) 

 
Figure 4-33. Connection of output of SysEnter and Inte. 

 
                Second Entry 
                Transform Instruction � FOR LOOP 

 
Figure 4-34. InteFOR block. 

 
             Current block! = empty � Temp root block = Tracking block= Inte, Current block = InteFOR 
             Connect (outInteFOR, inn) 
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Figure 4-35. Connection of Inte and InteFOR. 

 
             Transform Instruction � IF-ELSE statement 

 
Figure 4-36. InteIF block. 

 
             Current block! = empty � Temp root block = FOR, Current block = InteIF 
             Connect (outInteIF, inn) 
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            Figure 4-37. Connection of InteFOR and InteIF. 

 
             
            Connect (outY, retInteIFY) 
            Connect (outN, retInteIFN) 

 
Figure 4-38. Connection of outputs of InteIF and InteFOR. 
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           Connect (out, retInteFOR) 

 
Figure 4-39. Connection of output of InteFOR and Inte. 

 
          Third Entry 
          Transform Instruction � IF-ELSE statement 

 
Figure 4-40. InteIF2 block. 

 
           Current block! = empty � Temp root block = Tracking block = Inte, Current block = InteIF2 
           Connect (outInteIF2, inn) 
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Figure 4-41. Connection of Inte and InteIF2. 

 
             Connect (out, retInteIF2) 

 
Figure 4-42. Connection of output of InteIF2 and Inte. 

 
           Fourth Entry 
           Transform Function Call 
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Figure 4-43. SysExit block. 

 
             
           Current block! = empty � Temp root block = Tracking block = Inte, Current block = SysExit 
           Connect (outSysExit, inn) 
 

 
Figure 4-44. Connection of Inte and SysExit. 

 
          Connect (out, retFOR) 
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Figure 4-45. Connection of output of FOR and Aina. 

All the nested blocks are grouped into one class for a hierarchical structure that simplifies the visual 
representation of the complicated systems by hiding the components. One can view the details of the 
components by right clicking on the component that reads “View Class” as shown in figure 4-47. It 
provides an intuitive mechanism for supporting both overall and highly informative views of the system. 

 
Figure 4-46. Grouping nested blocks. 
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Figure 4-47. Detail diagram of SYS. 
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Chapter 5  
 
Conclusion and Discussion 

The goal of the thesis was to find an approach for visualizing the code structure of complex software 
system that is written in the imperative language C using OpenModelica. A methodology has been 
formulated  that pursues a component-based approach providing an easy way for understanding the 
structure and the execution of programs written in an imperative language like C through a graphical 
Modelica model. The Modelica graphical model gives the intuitive way to know properties and structure 
of the software system without studying the source code. The model supports hierarchical abstraction of 
control functionality that adds readability to the graphical model by allowing to have different levels of 
visualization of the code and hiding the complexity of showing all the components.  

 

In order to visualize the imperative code using Modelica which is a declarative language, the first thing 
dealt was to address the issue of global variables that have side effects. The imperative code structure 
that consists of functions that use global variables where variables are not passed as  parameters and can 
be changed, even if the parameters are identical the results of subsequent calls to the function can be 
different. Modelica does not allow the global values to be changed, but it allows to access the global 
value. Therefore, all the global variables that are updated and have side effects were passed as 
parameters to the functions. Also, Modelica is an equation based language that consists of classes with 
equations and the equations do not describe the assignment but equality. Therefore, in order to deal with 
the assignments that are not transparent where the expression changed the value assigned to a particular 
variable, a new variable was introduced to retain the new value. By doing this, the expression does not 
give a different meaning and the expression is referentially transparent. For clarity in the graphical 
model, loop and statement blocks are presented that differentiates clearly the caller and the callee 
functions in the imperative code. The main objective of this thesis was to visualize the imperative code 
structure using OpenModelica, therefore, the graphical model does not match the actual simulation.  
 
OMEdit in OpenModelica allows to drag and drop the components to connect them and build the 
graphical model that allows easily to understand the flow of the system without the need to go through 
the source code. It can be beneficial for the maintenance of the software systems where there is the lack 
of the necessary documentation with the source code as the only reliable information about the software 
system and the only way to understand the system are to study and understand the source code.  
 

However, the current graphical model does not match the behavior of the actual simulations. The textual 
representation generated from the graphical model of C functions with loop, only simulates for a single 
iteration. For the single iteration, the model is balanced when all the blocks are connected which means 
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that all the sub-blocks are not balanced locally as the number of local equations does not equal the 
number of local unknowns.  

 

A future enhancement to the current model would be to find a tool support for creating visual 
representations automatically from the source code. In the current model generated, all the current sub-
components are not locally balanced which can be improved in the future to match the behavior of the 
actual simulation.  
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Appendix 

Modelica Code for Third Version model in figure 4-16. 

 

 
 block A 

  Global global1 annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-
111.208,48.0349}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {-85.5895,37.8457}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

  Conn AoutFOR annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 
{123.144,54.7307}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {62.8821,34.3523}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

  Conn2 AoutD annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 
{64.4706,2.35294}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {61.8824,3.29412}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

  Conn2 Aout annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 
{64.9412,-32.9412}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {61.1765,-32.4706}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

  Conn2 returnFOR annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 
{-184.862,8.73362}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {-83.7191,-2.34023}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

  Conn2 returnD annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-
92.4706,-42.1176}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {-83.2941,-40.2353}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

protected 

  Integer local[4]; 

equation 

  local[1] = global1.g * 2; 

  local[2] = 1; 

  local[3] = returnFOR.con; 

  local[4] = returnD.con; 

  AoutFOR.a[1] = local[1]; 

  AoutFOR.a[2] = local[2]; 

  AoutD.con = local[3]; 

  Aout.con = local[4]; 

  annotation(Diagram(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, 
preserveAspectRatio = true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2})), 
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Icon(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, preserveAspectRatio = 
true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2}), graphics = {Text(origin = {-7.52471,-
1.65}, extent = {{-45.65,21.41},{45.65,-21.41}}, textString = 
"A"),Rectangle(origin = {-10.7715,-7.13246}, extent = {{-
66.9578,55.4585},{66.9578,-55.4585}})})); 

end A; 

 

 
block B 

  Conn2 Bout annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 
{96.0699,-20.3785}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {86.1718,1.16448}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

  Conn2 Bin annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-
88.2096,1.74672}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {-89.083,2.03785}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

protected 

  Integer local; 

equation 

  local = Bin.con + 1; 

  Bout.con = local; 

  annotation(Diagram(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, 
preserveAspectRatio = true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2})), 
Icon(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, preserveAspectRatio = 
true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2}), graphics = {Rectangle(origin = {-
0.727802,-0.582242}, extent = {{-81.9505,60.8443},{81.9505,-
60.8443}}),Text(origin = {-0.831765,-2.73941}, extent = {{-33.19,18.63},{33.19,-
18.63}}, textString = "B")})); 

end B; 

 
block C 

  Conn2 Cin annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-
98.1077,13.1004}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {-89.6652,-3.78457}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

  Conn2 Cout annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 
{79.1849,-6.11354}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {79.7671,-5.82242}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

protected 

  Integer local; 

equation 

  local = Cin.con + 2; 

  Cout.con = local; 

  annotation(Diagram(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, 
preserveAspectRatio = true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2})), 
Icon(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, preserveAspectRatio = 
true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2}), graphics = {Rectangle(origin = {-
4.36681,-7.7147}, extent = {{-78.8937,63.6099},{78.8937,-63.6099}}),Text(origin 
= {-17.9887,-5.24765}, extent = {{-23.29,9.61},{29.9858,-12.8123}}, textString = 
"C")})); 

end C; 
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block D 

  Conn2 Din annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-
89.9563,6.40466}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {-79.476,2.32897}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

  Conn2 Dout annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 
{90.8297,4.65793}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {92.2853,4.36681}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

equation 

  Dout.con = Din.con + 3; 

  annotation(Diagram(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, 
preserveAspectRatio = true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2})), 
Icon(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, preserveAspectRatio = 
true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2}), graphics = {Rectangle(origin = 
{6.84134,-6.40466}, extent = {{-79.9127,50.3639},{79.9127,-
50.3639}}),Text(origin = {1.30882,-5.74353}, extent = {{-37.85,14.7},{37.85,-
14.7}}, textString = "D")})); 

end D; 

 
block FOR 

  Conn2 returnB annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-
89.6652,-43.0859}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {-82.9694,-47.4527}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

  Conn2 returnC annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-
85.8806,-4.65793}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {-82.6783,-15.4294}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

  Conn FORin annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-
82.0961,19.214}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {-82.9694,20.6696}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

  Conn2 FORoutB annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 
{75.4003,39.3013}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {78.0204,39.8836}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

  Conn2 FORoutA annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 
{82.3872,-10.4803}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {78.0204,-24.4541}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

  Conn2 FORoutC annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 
{76.2737,-34.3523}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, rotation = 0), 
iconTransformation(origin = {78.0204,6.98694}, extent = {{-10,-10},{10,10}}, 
rotation = 0))); 

protected 

  Integer local[2]; 

equation 

  for i in 1:1 loop 

  local[1] = FORin.a[1] * FORin.a[2]; 

  local[2] = returnC.con; 

  FORoutB.con = local[1]; 
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  FORoutA.con = returnB.con; 

  FORoutC.con = returnB.con; 

 

  end for; 

  annotation(Diagram(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, 
preserveAspectRatio = true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2})), 
Icon(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, preserveAspectRatio = 
true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2}), graphics = {Rectangle(origin = {-
2.03785,-2.62009}, extent = {{-74.5269,57.3508},{74.5269,-57.3508}}),Text(origin 
= {-7.31823,4.03176}, extent = {{-35.81,15.72},{35.81,-15.72}}, textString = 
"FOR")})); 

end FOR; 

 
connector Conn 

  Integer a[2]; 

  annotation(Diagram(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, 
preserveAspectRatio = true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2})), 
Icon(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, preserveAspectRatio = 
true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2}), graphics = {Rectangle(origin = {-
3.35,5.53}, fillColor = {0,0,127}, fillPattern = FillPattern.Solid, extent = {{-
65.36,48.62},{65.36,-48.62}})})); 

end Conn; 

 
connector Conn2 

  Integer con; 

  annotation(Diagram(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, 
preserveAspectRatio = true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2})), 
Icon(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, preserveAspectRatio = 
true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2}), graphics = {Rectangle(origin = 
{4.21638,-3.34965}, fillColor = {0,85,255}, fillPattern = FillPattern.Solid, 
extent = {{-56.91,54},{56.91,-54}})})); 

end Conn2; 

 
connector Global 

  Integer g = 1; 

  annotation(Diagram(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, 
preserveAspectRatio = true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2})), 
Icon(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, preserveAspectRatio = 
true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2}), graphics = {Rectangle(origin = 
{2.33,0.73}, fillColor = {0,170,0}, fillPattern = FillPattern.Solid, extent = 
{{-69.58,66.23},{69.58,-66.23}})})); 

end Global; 

 
model M 

  FOR for1 annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-
25.524,38.6245}, extent = {{-22.3217,-22.3217},{22.3217,22.3217}}, rotation = 
0))); 

  B b1 annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 
{40.2693,69.7744}, extent = {{-22.0306,-22.0306},{22.0306,22.0306}}, rotation = 
0))); 

  C c1 annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = 
{40.4148,30.9098}, extent = {{-21.3028,-21.3028},{21.3028,21.3028}}, rotation = 
0))); 

  D d1 annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-23.6317,-
18.5808}, extent = {{-22.1761,-22.1761},{22.1761,22.1761}}, rotation = 0))); 
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  A a1 annotation(Placement(visible = true, transformation(origin = {-
69.3377,35.2766}, extent = {{-21.885,-21.885},{21.885,21.885}}, rotation = 0))); 

equation 

  connect(for1.FORoutB,b1.Bin) annotation(Line(points = {{-
8.10852,47.5272},{11.7647,47.5272},{11.7647,69.6471},{20.9412,69.6471},{20.9412,
69.6471}})); 

  connect(for1.FORoutA,c1.Cin) annotation(Line(points = {{-
8.10852,33.1659},{21.1765,33.1659},{21.1765,29.6471},{21.1765,29.6471}})); 

  connect(d1.Dout,a1.returnD) annotation(Line(points = {{-3.16642,-
17.6124},{4.70588,-17.6124},{4.70588,-41.1765},{-88,-41.1765},{-88,26.8235},{-
88,26.8235}})); 

  connect(for1.FORoutC,a1.returnFOR) annotation(Line(points = {{-
8.10852,40.1841},{88.4706,40.1841},{88.4706,-50.8235},{-98.3529,-50.8235},{-
98.3529,34.3529},{-88,34.3529},{-88,34.3529}})); 

  connect(b1.Bout,for1.returnB) annotation(Line(points = 
{{59.2534,70.0309},{78.3115,70.0309},{78.3115,3.78457},{-44.2504,3.78457},{-
44.2504,27.6565},{-44.2504,27.6565}})); 

  connect(c1.Cout,for1.returnC) annotation(Line(points = 
{{57.4074,29.6694},{64.3377,29.6694},{64.3377,12.8093},{-50.0728,12.8093},{-
50.0728,34.9345},{-43.377,34.9345},{-43.377,34.9345}})); 

  connect(a1.AoutD,d1.Din) annotation(Line(points = {{-55.3211,26.8029},{-
53.8574,26.8029},{-53.8574,-18.9229},{-41.2564,-18.9229},{-41.2564,-18.0643}})); 

  connect(a1.AoutFOR,for1.FORin) annotation(Line(points = {{-55.5759,42.7946},{-
44.5415,42.7946},{-44.5415,43.2383},{-44.0442,43.2383}})); 

  annotation(Icon(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, 
preserveAspectRatio = true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2})), 
Diagram(coordinateSystem(extent = {{-100,-100},{100,100}}, preserveAspectRatio = 
true, initialScale = 0.1, grid = {2,2}))); 

end M; 
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